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1. The idea and goal

- to make a mutual system-level based recognition tool in the Region,

- to map out if there are any general recognition problems among the countries in the Region and to detect possible future recognition obstacles,

- to have a recognition tool for faster and easier recognition procedures, for enhancing student mobility in the Region,

- longterm goal: mutual consensus between the countries in the Region, regarding the cross-recognition table; automatic recognition.
2. What have we done so far?

Creating a mutual cross-recognition table in two steps:

**STEP 1 (completed)**: every country had to list their national bologna and pre-bologna academic qualifications into the table.

**STEP 2 (not completed)**: every country had to enter data in the table on how do they or how would they recognize academic qualifications from other countries in the Region (system-level based; by level, not as an equivalent).
3. Present time

- establish mutual understanding of cross-recognition project and table itself,

- reach agreement on the new table for cross-recognition,

- suggestions;
4. The future

- complete the table for the Region by next year’s seminar

5. Issues to consider

- level of pre-bologna qualifications are not determined in the new bologna system in some countries (change of national legislation)
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